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The gamer siblings have their eyes on a new target--the land of the animal girls... It's gamer siblings

vs. animal girls, but first there's some angel trouble to deal with! After having been summoned to the

world of Disboard, where a boyish god has declared that all conflicts must be resolved via games,

the genius gamer siblings Sora and Shiro have ascended to rule over the strange world's embattled

humans. Now brother and sister must challenge the other races directly, and the games are afoot!

Will Sora and Shiro be able to stand against the might of the angelic FlÃƒÂ¼gel race? The next

chapter in the hit fantasy series begins here!
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Yuu Kamiya is the author and illustrator behind the light novel series, No Game No Life, and its

manga adaptation.

So yeah, I made the mistake and bought this thinking it was volume 2 of the manga, but it's actually

the second light novels, so now I have volume 1 of the manga, and volume 2 of the light novels.It

still follows the same storyline and all, and is still good, but be aware of which format it is you're

buying. I really wish they would make it more obvious on  so that idiots like me don't get confused.

I recommend you buy this if you're a fan of the anime. Even though the plot line is basically the

same as the anime it is nice to have around. Its also not that hard to read. I finished it in a day



because I was so engrossed in it even though I know what happens.

This is the sequel of No Game No Life Volume 1. As the anime was adapted from the first 3 light

novels of No Game No Life and it came out to be a pretty decent adaptation, I had to seek out for

the original materials to see if it truly was good, and it was. Though I already knew what was going

to happen, it was still fun to real the Light Novel and it was fun to see that the Light novel would still

leave wanting to read a bit more. This series is known to be Light-Hearted and really comedic, and

it's nice to see that it is known accurately as that. All of the characters have their own quirks, and

that just makes the story better. The really surprising part of the book is when it comes to the

games. It explains the strategies of the characters to the core, making you see that Yuu Kamiya

really put a lot of thought into writing the book. As of far, the game of 'Shiritori' that Shiro and Sora

played against Jibril is my favorite part of the series. The fact that you can read about a game and

see the whole thought of it and all the plans they have in order to beat the other is interesting. The

concept of someone being stuck in a world where every thing is decided by games is something

that I am sure of that many people have thought of before, but Yuu Kamiya took this idea and made

something great of it.

The word game they play in this one is very fun to read, and it's always interesting to see how Blank

beats the odds.

Great book I'd recommend it.

Though I wish they would have kept the original words for the shiritori game instead of using their

own words for the translation, I love the light novel. I am happy the anime follows the light novel so

closely. The people who dock stars because of the mistake they made thinking this was the manga

should be ignored. Their mistake does not reflect the light novel itself, which is what this is.

The translation is kind of lacking. Fun story though.

Second vol. and still love it. It's not up to the anime yet as of now, but still enjoy to read it out in a

more detail way. Anime tends to skip some part here and there so the novel help fill that out and

make it even more enjoyable.
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